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Books in this instructive series are written mainly for advanced art students, teachers, and
ambitious art hobbyists. Instruction is comprehensive, intended to guide learners in creating
highly finished artworks of professional quality. Step-by-step instructions are presented with
helpful photos, as well as illustrations of works-in-progress. The airbrush is a favorite tool of
commercial artists and fine artists to produce photo-like effects. This manual demonstrates its
use with many examples. Illustrated throughout in color.

From the Back CoverBooks in Barron?s All About Techniques series are written for advanced art
students and experienced amateurs. They explain the fundamentals of theory and technique,
then proceed to give step-by-step advice on the methods you must master to create complete,
highly finished artworks.All About Techniques in Airbrush presents detailed instruction on the
correct use of this favorite tool of commercial and fine artists. Used proficiently, the airbrush will
give you photograph-like effects.
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The Ultimate Airbrush Handbook (Crafts Highlights) The Complete Manual of Airbrushing
Airbrush Painting: Advanced Techniques (Motorbooks Workshop)



Jordan, “Fantastic book. Fantastic book it is a vary book Quality when he came into the mail
haven’t read it yet but I love this book very helpful by using all different mediums for AirBrush
painting”

Ira Johnson, “Awesome book!!!. This is a great investment. I highly recommend it. There are
examples that match videos I've seen online but this book actually lists and explains the tools in
such a way that anyone from someone simply interested in the topic to beginner artists to more
advanced artists can understand and benifit from. I havent had a chance to try any of the
techniques yet but I'm very eager to begin. It's a great read and i highly recommend it for
everyone even if its only for a report on the subject for a class. Awesome book.”

Jay, “Good exposure to history and technical. Haven’t read it fully yet”

Rick, “Good. Good basic knowledge. Well written. Would like to have seen more on the different
types of paints and their uses, drawbacks.”

Psyopsgaming.tv, “Good Book For Face/Body Painters. As a face and body painter i bought this
book to learn more about my airbrush. I felt like it was a good read and worth the price. While i
wont use the projects included i did learn some new things about airbrush that have helped me.”

Texas Turner, “Beginner Airbrush Books. After reading several "beginner" books this one is best.
It starts with a more comprehensive review of styles of airbrushes, color wheels, paints, and
basic layouts. Next comes examples of masking and ever increasing skills. I've been able to
follow the ideas and examples at my own pace. Many intro books had me painting naked women
and dice on gas tanks from the start. Not this one. At a great pace for a self taught beginner.
Highly recommended for anyone's beginner airbrush library.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Inspirational. A great starter book with beautiful illustration and guides to
help you get started. I like that it's hardcover for my collection but doesn't lay flat for designing. I
wish artist authors would adopt the spiral book binding.”

Sharon M. Turner, “Great Book!. I bought this book for one of my son-in-laws for Christmas
based on the reviews as I know nothing about Air Brushing. The reviews were right as he loves
this book and references it all the time. He says it is full of all the information he needs so I highly
recommend this book based on his review of it!”

JOHN J, “Airbrush techniques. tips and helpful hints on how operate and use an airbrush ..
lots  of  info ,  well worth  having  in your  reference  collection  ,, Great  Book”



skye, “good. this was a gift for my boyfriend. when i got this, it was interesting to read. unsure if
he liked it but seemed like a good book for people who are curious about airbrushing”

Kevin Carleton, “Good. Good info for airbrushing”

The book by Marisa Berenson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 92 people have provided feedback.
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